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Study of electromagnetic dipole moment, electric quadrupole moment and weak
T-odd (CP-odd) interactions of high energy short-lived particles in straight crystals
V.G. Baryshevsky
Research Institute for Nuclear Problems, Belarusian State University,
11 Bobruiskaya str., 220030, Minsk, Belarus
A particle, which moves in a crystal, experiences weak interactions with electrons and nuclei
alongside with electromagnetic interaction. Measuring the polarization vector and the angular dis-
tribution of charged and neutral particles scattered by axes (planes) of an unbent (straight) crystal
enables to obtain restrictions for the EDM value and for magnitudes of constants describing T-
odd (CP-odd) interactions Beyond the Standard Model. Spin rotation and polarization conversion
from vector to tensor one and vice versa for a channelled in a crystal Ω± hyperon enable measur-
ing hyperon’s quadrupole moment that is not possible to measure by use of laboratory available
noncrystalline electric fields.
2I. INTRODUCTION
Violation of parity (P) and time reversal (T) symmetries lead to appearance of numerous processes allowing inves-
tigation of physics Beyond the Standard Model. Recently, the experimental approach was proposed [1–4] to search for
the electromagnetic dipole moments (EDM) of charged short-lived heavy baryons and τ -leptons using bent crystals
at LHC. According to [5–7] the same approach gives unique possibility for investigation of P-odd T-even and P-odd
T-odd (CP-odd) interactions of short lived baryons (τ -leptons) with electrons and nuclei. Constraints on constants
of the above interactions can also be obtained.
This paper demonstrates that measuring the polarization vector and the angular distribution of charged and neutral
particles scattered by axes (planes) of an unbent (straight) crystal enables to obtain restrictions for the EDM value
and for magnitudes of constants describing T-odd (CP-odd) interactions Beyond the Standard Model. It is shown
that spin rotation and polarization conversion from vector to tensor one and vice versa for a channelled in a crystal
Ω± hyperon enable measuring hyperon’s quadrupole moment that is not possible to measure by use of laboratory
available noncrystalline electric fields.
II. RELATIVISTIC PARTICLES SPIN INTERACTIONS WITH CRYSTALS
Since high energy particle motion in a crystal is of quasiclassical nature, so to describe evolution of particle’s
spin in electromagnetic fields inside the crystal Thomas–Bargmann–Michel–Telegdi (T-BMT) equations [8] are used.
The T-BMT equation describes spin motion in the rest frame of the particle, wherein spin is described by three
component vector ~S. In practice the T-BMT equation well describes the spin precession in external electric and
magnetic fields encountered in typical present accelerators. Study of the T-BMT equation enables one to determine
the major peculiarities of spin motion in an external electromagnetic field, to describe the spin rotation effect for
particles in a crystal and to apply it for measuring magnetic moments of unstable particles [2, 9, 10, 14–20]. However,
it should be taken into account that particles in an accelerator or a bent crystal have energy spread and move along
different orbits. This necessitates to average the spin–dependent parameters of the particle over phase space of the
particle beam. That is why one should always bear in mind the distinction between beam polarization ~ξ and spin
vector ~S. Complete description of particle spin motion can be made by the use of spin density matrices equation (in
more details see [10, 21]). For the case of ultra relativistic baryons with spin S = 1/2 the T-BMT equations supplied
with the term, which is responsible for interaction between particle EDM and electric field, can be written as follows
(γ ≫ 1, γ is the Lorentz-factor) [1, 2, 22, 23]:
d~ξ
dt
= [~ξ × ~Ωmagn] + [~ξ × ~ΩEDM ], (1)
where ~ξ is the particle polarization vector, ~Ωmagn = − e(g−2)2mc [~β × ~E⊥], g is the gyromagnetic ratio (by definition, the
particle magnetic moment µ = eg~2mcS, where S is the particle spin),
~ΩEDM =
2ed
~
~E⊥, ~E⊥ is an electric field component
perpendicular to the particle velocity ~v, the unit vector ~β is parallel to the velocity ~v, quantity D = ed is the electric
dipole moment.
Note that authors of [3] use for electric dipole moment the following expression: ~δ = JdµB~s, where µB =
e~
2mc is
the particle magneton, ~s is the spin polarization ratio, J is the particle spin, d is the dimensionless factor referred to
as the gyroelectric ratio. To avoid confusion with notation d, which is conventionally used for electric dipole moment,
the gyroelectric ratio is hereinafter denoted by de.
It should be mentioned that for particles with spin 3/2 (Ω± hyperon) T-BMT equations should be supplemented by
the terms, which consider possession of electric quadrupole moment by the particle [10, 14]. Moreover, Ω± hyperon
could also possesses the T-odd magnetic quadrupole moment, because its spin value is as high as 3/2. Equations that
compile the T-BTM one for Ω± hyperons case are as follows:
dSi
dt
=
[
~S × ~Ωmagn
]
i
+
[
~S × ~ΩEDM
]
i
+
e
3~
εiklϕkn〈Qˆln〉, (2)
where ~Ωmagn = − e(g−2)2~ λc[~β × ~E⊥], ~ΩEDM = ede2~ λc ~E⊥. Here e is particle electrical charge, λc = ~mc is the Compton
wavelength of a particle, ϕkn =
∂2ϕ
∂xk∂xn
is the second derivative of the electrostatic potential at the point of particle
location in crystal; εikl is the totally antisymmetric unit tensor [9, 10], Si = SpρˆSˆi, 〈Qˆln〉 = SpρˆQˆln, Qˆln =
33Q
2S(2S−1)
{
SˆlSˆn + SˆnSˆl − 23S(S + 1)δln
}
, Q is the quadrupole moment of the particle, ρˆ is the particle spin density
matrix, Sˆn is the n-component of the spin-operator Sˆ.
Equation for 〈Qˆln(t)〉 see in [9, 10]. Contribution caused by T-odd magnetic quadrupole interaction is not included
in (2) because of its smallness, though obtaining evaluation of this contribution is interesting. As follows from (2),
for a particle moving in a planar channel, formed by planes orthogonal to x axis, the spin rotation frequency caused
by quadrupole moment is ΩQ ≃ eQ~ ϕxx. According to estimations made in [11–13] for quadrupole moment the value
Q ≃ 10−27cm is expected. As a result, for ϕxx ≃ 1018 Vcm
2
we have ΩQ ≃ 106s−1. Hence distance passed by particle
in crystal L = 10cm rotation angle is ϑ ≃ 10−3rad, that corresponds to experiments for EDM limitations of heavy
baryons [1–4]. Let us note, that in experiments in a straight crystal spin rotation caused by the magnetic moment
of Ω± hyperon is suppressed. It is also important that for Ω± hyperons moving in a channel conversion of vector
polarization to quadrupolarization tensor 〈Qln〉 occurs that enables to choose the most sensitive measuring method
depending on initial conditions.
According to [10, 14] investigation of spin rotation for Ω±-hyperons in straight and bent crystals enables to measure
the quadrupole moment of Ω±-hyperon, which cannot be measured by the use of available in a laboratory noncrystalline
macroscopic nonuniform electric fields.
III. P- AND T-ODD SPIN INTERACTIONS IN CRYSTALS
General expression for the amplitude of elastic coherent scattering of a spin 1/2 particle by a spinless (unpolarized)
atom in presence of electromagnetic, strong and P -, T -odd weak interactions can be written as:
Fˆ (~q) = A(~q) +B(~q)~σ ~N +Bw(~q)~σ ~Nw +BT~σ ~NT , (3)
where A(~q) is the spin-independent part of scattering amplitude, which is caused by electromagnetic, strong and weak
interactions of the particle with electrons and nucleus of the atom, ~~q = ~~k
′ − ~~k is the transmitted momentum, ~~k′
is the momentum of the scattered particle, ~~k is the momentum of the incident baryon, ~k
′
and ~k are the wave vectors,
~N = [
~k
′×~k]
[~k′×~k] ,
~Nw =
~k
′
+~k
|~k′+~k| ,
~NT =
~k
′−~k
|~k′−~k| , ~σ = (σx, σy, σz) are the Pauli matrices.
The term, which is proportional to ~σ ~N , is responsible for the contribution to scattering process, which is caused by
spin-orbit interaction.
For electromagnetic interaction the spin-orbit interaction is determined by the particle magnetic moment. P-odd
T-even part of the scattering amplitude (it is proportional to ~σ ~NW ) is determined by P-odd T-even interactions
of baryon (τ -lepton) with electrons and nuclei. T-odd part of scattering amplitude (it is proportional to ~σ ~NT ) is
determined by the electric dipole moment and short range particle-electron and particle-nucleus T-odd interactions,
Measurement of amplitude BT enables studying of physics beyond standard model and getting limits for the constants,
which determine such interactions in hadron and lepton sectors.
With amplitude Fˆ (~q) one can find the cross-section of particle scattering by a crystal and polarization vector of
the scattered particle. Let us now consider a thin crystal, for which effects caused by channelling are not essential.
The scattering cross-section for a thin crystal can be written as [14]:
dσcr
dΩ
=
dσ
dΩ

(1− e−u
2q2) +
1
N
∣∣∣∣∣
∑
n
ei~q~r
0
n
∣∣∣∣∣
2
e−u
2q2

 , (4)
where ~r0n is the coordinate of the center of gravity of the crystal nucleus, u
2 is the mean square of thermal oscillations
of nuclei in the crystal. The first term describes incoherent scattering, caused by the thermal vibration of crystal
nuclei and the second one describes the coherent scattering due to periodic arrangement of crystal nuclei (atoms).
Quantity dσ
dΩ describes cross-section of baryon scattering by atoms of the crystal:
dσ
dΩ
= trρˆFˆ+(~q)Fˆ (~q), (5)
where ρˆ is the spin density matrix of the incident particle.
The polarization vector of the particle, which has undergone a single scattering event, can be found using the
following expression:
~ξ =
trρˆFˆ+~σFˆ
trρˆFˆ+Fˆ
=
trρˆFˆ+~σFˆ
dσ
dΩ
. (6)
4Using (3) one can obtain the following expressions for polarization vector of the scattered particle [7]:
~ξ = ~ξso + ~ξw + ~ξT , (7)
where ~ξso is the contribution to polarization vector due to spin-orbit interaction, ~ξw is that due to weak parity violating
interaction, ~ξT is contribution caused by T -odd interaction:
~ξso =
{
(|A|2 − |B|2)~ξ0 + 2|B|2 ~N( ~N · ~ξ0)+
+2Im(AB∗)[ ~N × ~ξ0] + 2 ~NRe(AB∗)
}
·
(
dσ
dΩ
)−1
,
(8)
~ξw =
{
(|A|2 − |Bw|2)~ξ0 + 2|Bw|2 ~Nw( ~Nw · ~ξ0)+
+2Im(AB∗w)[ ~Nw × ~ξ0] + 2 ~NwRe(AB∗w)
}
·
(
dσ
dΩ
)−1
,
(9)
~ξT =
{
(|A|2 − |BT |2)~ξ0 + 2|BT |2 ~NT ( ~NT · ~ξ0)+
+2Im(AB∗T )[ ~NT × ~ξ0] + 2 ~NTRe(AB∗T )
}
·
(
dσ
dΩ
)−1
, (10)
where ~ξ0 is the polarization vector of a particle incident on a target
The differential cross-section in the same case reads as follows:
dσ
dΩ
= trρF+F =
= |A|2 + |B|2 + |Bw|2 + |BT |2 + 2Re(AB∗) ~N · ~ξ0 +
+2Re(AB∗w) ~Nw · ~ξ0 + 2Re(AB∗T ) ~NT · ~ξ0. (11)
While deriving expressions (8)-(10) and (11) the small terms containing productions BBT , BBw and BwBT , which
describe interference between spin-orbit P-odd T-even and P-odd T-odd interactions, are omitted.
These terms are much smaller as compared to those ones proportional to productions ABw and ABT , which describe
interference of weak interaction with strong and electromagnetic interactions.
However, the omitted here contributions could be significant for neutral particles (see comments hereinafter).
In case of neutral particles there is no Coulomb scattering, therefore, the terms proportional to BBw and BBT could
also significantly contribute to anisotropy and spin rotation. In this case expression (9) for ξw should be appended
with addition as follows:
∆ξw =
{
2Re(B∗Bw)
[
(~ξ0 ~N) ~Nw + (~ξ0 ~Nw) ~N
]
+ 2Im(B∗Bw)[ ~N × ~Nw]
} dσ
dΩ
−1
. (12)
Expression (10) for ξT should be appended with the following summand:
∆ξT =
{
2Re(B∗BT )
[
(~ξ0 ~N) ~NT + (~ξ0 ~NT ) ~N
]
+ 2Im(B∗BT )[ ~N × ~NT ]
} dσ
dΩ
−1
. (13)
Expression (11) for dσ
dΩ should be appended with summand
dσapp
dΩ as follows:
dσapp
dΩ
= −2Im(B∗Bw)~ξ0[ ~N × ~Nw]− 2Im(B∗BT )~ξ0[ ~N × ~NT ]. (14)
According to (8) the angle of polarization vector rotation for a baryon scattered in a crystal is determined by rota-
tions around three mutually orthogonal directions (see terms proportional to N , Nw, NT ). The indicated rotations
are determined by electromagnetic, strong and weak P, T-odd interactions. It should also be noted that initially
5unpolarized particle beam (ξ0 = 0) in a crystal acquires polarization directed along one of three vectors ~N , ~Nw, ~NT ,
which carries information about all types of interaction too. According to (11) amplitudes interference results in
asymmetry in scattering caused by orientation of vectors ~NT , ~N , ~Nw with respect to ~ξ0, ~k
′ and ~k . Therefore, the
angular distribution of scattered particles intensity is anisotropic. Thus, measurements of the rotation angle and of
the angular distribution of intensity for a particle beam scattered by crystal axes enables to study T-odd interactions
of positive(negative) charged and neutral short-lived baryons and τ -leptons. In particular, such measurements allow
one to obtain restrictions on electric dipole moment of short-lived particles and other T-odd interactions in hadron
and lepton sectors. According to [5–7] the mentioned interactions can be much stronger than those predicted by
Standard Model. Obtaining experimental restrictions on this interactions is important [24–26].
Computer modelling is essential for further analysis. Note that analyzing angle of rotation and angular distributions
one should consider trajectories of the scattered particles with azimuth angles, which are are in the vicinity ϕ and
ϕ + π (z axes is directed along the momentum of the incident particle). For such particles contributions to spin
rotation caused by EDM (T-odd interaction) have opposite signs. As a result the T-odd spin rotation can be observed
in unbent crystal if we use subtraction of the measurements results for angle ranges ϕ and ϕ+π from each other. Such
procedure leads to summation of contributions from T-odd rotation. Simultaneous measurement of spin orientation
for all ϕ values (as well as for all polar angles) provides intensity increase.
Let us now evaluate the described effects starting from estimation of anisotropy of the angular distribution of
scattered particles. According to (11) the anisotropy value is determined by interference of amplitude A with ampli-
tudes B, Bw and BT . The respective contributions to the intensity of scattered particles associated with amplitudes’
interference are given by the following ratios:
G = 2Re(AB)|A|2 ,
Gw =
2Re(AB∗w)
|A|2 , (15)
GT =
2Re(AB∗T )
|A|2 .
To observe anisotropy G, Gw or GT the relative value of fluctuations in number of scattered particles δ ≈ 1√N
should be made smaller as compared to G, Gw and GT , respectively. In other words the number of scattered particles
should satisfy the conditions as follows:
N >
1
G2
;
1
G2w
;
1
G2T
. (16)
Let us now consider expressions (15) and (16) in more details. Amplitude A is the sum of amplitudes Acoul and As
caused by Coulomb and strong nuclear scattering, respectively. Amplitude of spin-orbit scattering B = Bmagn +Bso
is caused by particle magnetic moment interaction Bmagn and by strong nuclear spin-orbit interaction Bso. Let us
start with evaluation of anisotropy G caused by magnetic and strong nuclear spin-orbit interaction:
G =
2Re(AsB
∗
magn +AsB
∗
so +AcoulB
∗
magn +AcoulB
∗
so)
|Acoul +As|2 . (17)
For further analysis let us pay attention to the fact that from results presented in [27] the amplitude of scattering of
a particle, which possesses magnetic moment, by a Coulomb field can be expressed as follows:
A = Acoul(ϑ) + i
1
2
(
g − 2
g
γ2 − 1
γ
+
γ − 1
γ
)
ϑAcoul(ϑ)~σ ~N . (18)
From (18) the following expression for amplitude Bmagn can be obtained:
Bmagn = i
1
2
(
g − 2
g
γ2 − 1
γ
+
γ − 1
γ
)
ϑAcoul(ϑ) . (19)
As a result in case of elastic Coulomb scattering Re(AcoulB
∗
magn) = 0. Analysis shows that for the contribution to
the scattering amplitude caused by the spin-orbit strong interaction one can obtain the expression similar to (19) by
using the optical model of a nucleus:
Bso = i
1
2
(
gso − 2
g
γ2 − 1
γ
+
γ − 1
γ
)
ϑAs(ϑ) . (20)
Introduced in (20) quantity gso is similar to magnetic g-factor and depends on the particle energy.
6From (20) it follows that Re(AsB
∗
so) = 0. Therefore,
Re(AB∗) ≃ A′′sA′coul
(
g − 2
4
+
gso − 2
4
)
γϑ,
here A′coul = ReAcoul and A
′′
s = ImAs). The above expression is obtained with consideration of the imaginary part
of Coulomb amplitude A′′coul to be smaller as compared to its real part A
′
coul: A
′′
coul is Zα times smaller as compared
to A′coul (here α is the fine-structure constant).
To evaluate the imaginary part of amplitude A′′s of baryon scattering by a nucleus let us use a model of diffraction
scattering. As a result in eikonal approximation A′′s reads as follows:
A′′s = Rnuc
J1(Rnuckϑ)
ϑ
, (21)
where Rnuc is the radius of nucleus, J1 is the Bessel function of the first order. From (21) it follows that for scattering
angles ϑ ≤ 1
kRnuc
the imaginary part of scattering amplitude A′′s ≈ kR2nuc. The real part of Coulomb amplitude
A′coul =
Zα
kϑ2
becomes comparable or even greater than A′′s for scattering angles ϑ ≤
√
Zα
kRnuc
.
For a baryon with energy 1 TeV the scattering angle is ϑ ≤ √Zα · 10−5. Therefore, in the range of angles, within
which A′′s ≃ A′coul, parameter G ≃
(
g+gso
2 − 2
)
γϑ ≃ ( g+gso2 − 2) 10−2. As a result, to comply inequality N > 1G2 , the
number of scattered particles should be N ≃ 104 ÷ 105.
Parameter gso depends on the energy of the incident particle in contrast to g-factor, which does not at currently
present particle energies. This fact makes it possible to distinguish contributions from g and gso from each other.
Number NΛ+c of charmed lambda baryons produced by 10
17 ÷ 1018 photons in a tungsten target can be find using
data published in [1] that gives NΛ+c ≈ 1013 ÷ 1014. These particles, move within angle 1γ ≈ 10−3.
Hereinafter let us consider the incidence of Λ+c baryons on a target at the angle, which is equal or greater as
compared to the Lindhard critical angle, which is for Si (Ge) of order ϑL ≈ 6(7) · 10−6 rad. Let us consider angles
range ∆ϑ ∼ 10−5, which amounts several Lindhard angles. Within this range ∆ϑ
γ
∼ 10−2, therefore, the number
of Λ+c baryons within this range is ∆NΛ+c ≈ 1011 ÷ 1012. Let us now give evaluation for number of these particles
scattered in crystal of thickness l = 0.1 cm:
N ≈ dσ
dΩ
∆ΩNat l∆NΛ+c ≈ 10−2∆NΛ+c ≈ 109 ÷ 1010,
here Nat is the number of atoms in 1cm
3 of target. This value complies condition N > 1
G2
≈ 104 ÷ 105 that enables
carrying measurement of baryon magnetic moment by analysis of anisotropy of angular distribution of scattered
baryons.
Let us now evaluate baryon scattering anisotropy, which is caused by T-odd processes, for example, presence of
particle EDM of order e · d ∼ 10−17 e·cm.
For a particle possessing EDM, which is scattered in an electric field, the following expression for amplitude BT in
eikonal approximation can be used:
BT (ϑ) = id k ϑAcoul =
d
λc
γϑAcoul(ϑ) (22)
where λc =
~
mc
is the Compton wavelength of the particle. For the supposed EDM value amplitude BT appears
to be three orders smaller as compared to amplitude of magnetic scattering Bmagn. Therefore, GT ≈ 10−3G and
the number of particles required to make anisotropy, which is associated with amplitude BT , is higher 10
6 times i.e.
required number of particles N > 1010 ÷ 1011. Recall that hereinabove for the target with high Z and thickness
l = 0.1 cm we have obtained N ≈ 109 ÷ 1010. Therefore, increasing the target thickness to l = 1 cm (such target is
still quite thin) and optimizing all the experiment parameters one could expect to observe EDM-caused anisotropy
and that caused by other T-odd interactions. Such possibility is important for studying EDM and T-odd interactions
of short-lived particles.
Let us now dwell on possibility to investigate EDM and other T-odd interactions for τ -leptons, for which do not
undergo strong interactions. The EDM-caused anisotropy for τ -leptons is suppressed, because the contribution to the
cross-section, which is caused by interference of Coulomb amplitude and amplitude BT defined by (22), is equal to
zero. The non-zero summand is due to interference of Coulomb amplitude and T-odd amplitude caused by neutral
currents. Restriction for the magnitude of the latter amplitude enables to evaluate the constant of corresponding
interaction. The mentioned interaction is now persistently studied for electrons in optical experiments with atoms
[26].
7Let us now evaluate the angle of spin rotation for a scattered particle, which possesses EDM. According to (10)
the additional polarization component, which arises due to rotation around ~NT is determined by the expression as
follows:
∆ξT rot =
2Im(AB∗T )
|A|2 . (23)
Therefore, for a particle scattered in Coulomb field the angle of spin rotation can be evaluated using (8) as follows:
ϑs ≃ ∆ξT rot ≃ d
λc
γϑ. (24)
According to (24) the angle of spin rotation grows with growth of scattering angle and γ (with scattering angle growth
the angles of spin rotation caused by other T-odd interactions also grow). For d = 10−17 cm and λc = 10−14 cm the
angle of rotation is ∆ξT rot ≃ 10−3γϑ, therefore for a particle with γ ∼ 103 the angle of spin rotation is expected to
be as high as the scattering angle: ϑs ≃ ∆ξT rot ≃ ϑ. Hence, for γ = 103 and scattering angle ϑ ≃ 10−4 ÷ 10−5 the
angle of spin rotation ϑs ≃ ∆ξT rot ≃ 10−4 ÷ 10−5. The number of detected particles is N > 1ϑ2s ≃ 10
8 ÷ 1010. Recall
that in this case spin rotates around direction ~NT , which is determined by the direction of transferred momentum ~q.
Investigation of anisotropy and rotation angle caused by amplitude of of weak P-odd interaction Bw, which is
determined by neutral P-odd currents is of interest for short-lived baryons and τ -leptons. Recall that for electrons the
neutral currents were observed in two types of experiments: at deep inelastic scattering at SLAC accelerator [28–31]
and in optical experiments in Novosibirsk [32].
IV. CONCLUSION
The channelled particle, which moves in a crystal, besides electromagnetic interaction experiences weak interaction
with electrons and nuclei, as well as strong interaction with nuclei. Measurements of polarization vector and angular
distribution of charged and neutral particles particles scattered by axes (planes) of unbent crystal enable to obtain
limits for the EDM value and for the values of constants describing P- and T-odd interactions beyond Standard Model.
The experimental capabilities available at LHC make it possible for a channelled in a crystal Ω± hyperon to observe
and apply spin rotation effect and polarization conversion from vector to tensor one and vice versa for measuring
hyperon’s quadrupole moment that is not possible to measure by use of laboratory available noncrystalline electric
fields.
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